
596CE Calzatura alta S1P  NO METAL Hot Stuff in pelle nabuck. Particolari

riflettenti per la visione notturna. Puntale in materiale composito e sottopiede

tessile antiforo. Sottopiede interno con materassino extra comfort. Suola in

gomma antiscivolo, antistatica, antiolio,  con Shock Absorber posteriore.

Applicazioni: officine, manutenzione, magazzinaggio, professionisti.

595CE Low Composite Shoe S1P  NO METAL Hot Stuff in nubuck

leather. Reflective details for night vision.   Composite toe cap and anti-

perforation textile insole.  Sock liner with extra comfort padded support.

Rubber outsole, non-slip, anti-static, and anti-oil with rear Shock Absorber.

Applications: machine shops, maintenance, warehouses, professionals. 
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Aziende

Last year SEBA PROTEZIONE celebrated forty years of activity, and in
fact, it was a good forty years ago that Giancarlo Minarelli first start-
ed producing work gloves in a small facility.  
This activity has developed and expanded over time, due also to the
various components of the Minarelli family joining the company.
Today, Seba has a group of 70 sales agents in Italy and abroad, along
with a total of 400 employees in production facilities both in Italy
and beyond the Italian border.  Additionally, since 1982, prestigious
Middle Eastern manufacturers have collaborated with Seba.  In India,
Seba currently produces professional gloves, clothing, and footwear
for the workplace; and in southern Italy a production facility manu-
factures footwear which is 100% Made in Italy.
Seba, however, over the last forty years has not grown only in terms of
work force, but has always widened the range of products available in
its catalog: not only gloves, but all individual protection products
required by both European union regulations and other laws: safety
equipment for building and construction sites, community work,
hotels and hospitals, outdoor work; accessories for carpenters, electri-
cians, and plumbers; in addition to safety wear for sign installations. 
The Seba sales network has 2 principal bases; one in the headquar-
ters of Cento and another in the distribution center of Seville, which
supplies the entire Iberian peninsula (with a 23% market share).
Over the last four years, the number of customers has doubled,
increasing from 1000 customers in 2003, to a total of 2000 cus-
tomers counted last year.   
Since September 2006, Seba has moved into a structure equipped
with all the latest available in a modern industrial complex (offices laid
out in a space of 1000 sq.mtr, conference rooms, showrooms, a ware-
house managed through radio frequency, in addition to the installation
of a computerized vertical warehouse).  This new logistics center cov-
ers an area of 20,000 sq.mtrs, and can hold up to 5000 pallets.   
The new line HOT STUFF was launched, following the move to the
new complex.  Hot Stuff is an innovative professional line of cloth-

ing, which uses new types of material, like the recently conceived
maxtex, which is more comfortable to wear and easier to move in.
Another thing that HOT STUFF products have in common is the look:
they are products which can be worn also in your free time, without
losing their principal purpose of on-the-job protection.   
The latest trends of the season are represented by the new Hot Stuff
styles of footwear: from shoes in chamois leather, with composite
toe cap and anti-perforation sole (590CE), to the version available in
transpiring canvas (591CE).  All footwear proposed in this line, is
suited to various uses with an engaging and sporting design.

595CE Calzatura bassa S1P  NO METAL Hot Stuff in pelle nabuck. 

Particolari riflettenti per la visione notturna. Puntale in materiale

composito e sottopiede tessile antiforo. 

Sottopiede interno con materassino extra comfort. Suola in gomma

antiscivolo, antistatica, antiolio, con Shock Absorber posteriore.

Applicazioni: officine, manutenzione, magazzinaggio, professionisti.

596CE High Composite Shoe S1P  NO METAL Hot Stuff in nubuck leather.

Reflective details for night vision.  Composite toe cap and anti-perforation

textile insole.  Sock liner with extra comfort padded support.  Rubber

outsole, non-slip, anti-static, and anti-oil with rear Shock Absorber.

Applications: machine shops, maintenance, warehouses, professionals.  

The new footwear styles of Hot Stuff
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